PALA CONCRETE FURNITURE
PALA concrete furniture is a Finnish concrete industry company, specialized in manufacturing massive,
weather proof concrete furniture and skate ramp elements. Our stylish and safe concrete furniture are designed for outdoor use in public and private yards. We create new designs after customer needs and also for
custom orders.
In addition to our versatile furniture collection, we
also make custom made products. You can supply
us with ready-made plans or drawings: if necessary,
we will ensure their functionality, safety and feasibility before production. Our expert designers also
make detailed plans and drawings based on freeform wishes.
PALA Concrete Furniture is a subsidiary name of
Suomen Laiturikauppa Oy, which manufactures concrete pontoons for both public ports and private
harbors. We decided to leverage our strong concrete
expertise as well as our existing resources by expanding our production to concrete fittings. The first
PALA concrete furniture collection was launched at
Habitare in autumn 2017.
PALA Skate collection offers concrete skate ramp
elements that can be used to build an entire skate
park. Our elements are movable and durable. In the
planning of skateparks we consult professional skaters. Our skate ramps are made of weather proof
concrete. The products fill the EN 14974-security
standard.

All PALA concrete furniture and skate elements are
manufactured at our factory in Vehmaa, Southwest Finland. It is important to us that our production operates in an environmentally, socially and
economically sustainable manner. We seek to select companies and operators in the area as our
subcontractors and partners. The well-being of our
employees is also one of the pillars of production
and quality: we pay particular attention to it in our
business.
The electricity we use in the concrete furniture
manufacturing process is environmentally friendly
hydropower. We compensate for CO2 emissions
from concrete production by planting trees. We will
be happy to tell you more about corporate responsibility in our operations!

pala-betonikalusteet.fi

Jenni Valtanen (design)
Tel: +358 40 354 8999
E-mail: jenni@pala-betonikalusteet.fi

Marko Salmi (sales)
Tel: +358 44 243 4474
E-mail: marko@pala-betonikalusteet.fi

PALA CONCRETE FURNITURE collection
Our range of weatherproof and maintenance-free concrete furniture makes it easy to choose the right
products for both indoor and outdoor use. PALA concrete furniture is suitable for both public and private
spaces. All our furniture is manufactured at our factory in Vehmaa, Southwest Finland.
We create new product collections according to the needs of our customers as well as bespoke. Different finishes
and coatings will affect the appearance and performance of the finished product, whether you prefer a rough, preworn surface or a smooth, clean cast. The color of the concrete can be influenced by tinting or by choosing stone
grit. The combination of metal and different types of wood in our furniture can be made to order.

PALA Bench with planting space
Mass: 7500 kg
Dimensions: 3000 x 1200 x 1200
Planting space drained

PALA Bench Lightened
Mass: 3800 kg
Dimensions: 3000 x 1200 x 720

PALA Modulebench
Mass: 1800 kg
Dimensions: 1500 x 1200 x 720

PALA Modulebench with Armrest
Mass: 2000 kg
Dimesions: 1500 x 1200 x 720

PALA Bench with charging point
Masss: 7500 kg
Dimensions: 3000 x 1200 x 1200
Solar panel or AC powered charging points

PALA Bench ”Kurvi”
Mass: 2400 kg
Dimensions: 1500 x 1500 x 550

PALA Bench oblong shape
Mass: 770 – 1730 kg
Dimensions: 2000 – 4500 x
400 x 450

PALA Bench ”Cube” (low)
Mass: 2200 kg
Dimensions: 1500 x 1500 x 450

PALA Bench ”Cube” (high)
Roster armrests
Mass: 3300 kg
Dimensions: 1500 x 1500 x 600

PALA Bench ”Curve”
Mass: 1900 kg
Dimensions: 400 x 5000 x 450

PALA Chair

Mass: 400 kg
Dimensions: 900 x 600 x 600

PALA Table

Table top mass 470 kg
Dimensions: 2000 x 1000 x 750

PALA -Fire Pit

Mass: 2400 kg
Dimensions: 1500 x 1500 x 500

PALA Flower Box

Mass: 770 kg
Dimensions: 1000 x 1000 x 600
Dimensions of planting space: 750 x 750 x 500
Drained

PALA Curvy Flower Box

Mass: 2300 kg
Dimensions: 1500 x 1500 x 500
Dimensions of planting space: 650 x 650 x 400
Drained

PALA Greenwall ”Palsta”

design by Muotoilutoimisto Kaupunkilainen
Mass: 3400 kg
Dimensions: 2000 x 1800 x 900

CUSTOM MADE PRODUCTS
We create new product collections according to the
needs of our customers as well as bespoke. We use
weatherproof concrete in our furniture. The color of the
concrete can be influenced by tinting or by choosing
stone grit.
Different finishes and coatings will affect the appearance
and performance of the finished product, whether you prefer a rough, pre-worn surface or a smooth, neat cast.
The combination of metal and different types of wood in
our furniture can be made to order, and pictures can also be
printed in concrete in four colors or in black and white.

PALA Conrete furniture in Tapiola Bus Terminal, Espoo.

Concrete seating groups in Hansa shopping center, Turku

MATERIALS AND FINISHING
We can influence the color of the concrete
by adding pigment or crushed stone.

Different surface treatments also affect
the appearance and performance of the
finished product.

- white concrete
- gray
- anthracite
- red
- orange
- yellow
- blue

- sandblasting (at different depths)
- grinding (at different depths)
- varnishing
- impregnation
- waxing

We can print any pictures, logos,
texts or photos to PALA concrete furniture.
Printer uses UV-ink specially designed for printing that is
injected straight to surface.
The image is created in very similar way than common
inkjet printer prints on paper. The environmentally
friendly UV-ink is non-toxic when printed and it creates
high quality vivid color images.

Our PALA Skate collection offers concrete skate ramp elements that can be used to build an
entire skate park. Our elements are movable and durable. In the planning of skateparks we consult professional skaters. Our skate ramps are made of weather proof concrete. The products
fill the EN 14974-security standard.
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